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the population, or approximately 500 000 people.
* The latest research, conducted in 15 general practices in
Lambeth, confirm that there is frequent association of
hypertension and diabetes among Afro-Caribbean people.
Hypertension has serious significance in black patients.

* Cultural understanding and assumptions influence not only the
dynamics of a research interview but also the data provided
and its interpretation.
The Irish and Bangladeshis in England are among other ethic

groups included in the text, which is liberally peppered with
tables and references. There is much more! Sociologists tend to
use more words than scientists for telling the same story.
Therefore, this book cannot be recommended as required reading
for the MRCGP examination, but it would be top priority for a
practice library.
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This may seem an esoteric subject for most general practitioners
but, as any reader of this book will learn, this could not be
further from the truth. Litigation and the increasing trend towards
involving doctors in such litigation have made doctors more
aware of the risk of being sued. Ignorance breeds fear, and from
knowledge comes strength and confidence. This book will serve
as a useful educational tool to encourage more knowledge and
understanding of the process of litigation.
Walter Scott has written a most helpful addition to the

medicolegal literature, and I believe every practice should have
at least one copy. He has set out to present very clear chapters on
the Law of Negligence, ranging through duty of care, breach of
duty of care, and causation. These are terms which most have
heard of at some time, but which are clearly explained and
illustrated. The individual points are illustrated by a well-
documented series of cases. Nothing induces more interest in
what might be a dry topic than the real 'stories' - the 'stories'
that fascinate all doctors and give them that sense of relief that
such things have not happened to them. Here is the education:
learning from the mistakes of others.

Often medicolegal textbooks stop after they have discussed the
fundamentals of negligence, which are essentially legal in nature.
Walter Scott has widened this dry type of approach with a very
clear prose style, which makes reading the pages of this book an
easy pleasure. Its size and style mean that it can be read quickly
and with pleasure, and it deserves a second look. It must not be
dismissed as a heavy and dull legal book.

Another innovation in such textbooks is the inclusion by the
author of a series of chapters on the conduct of litigation.
Doctors become dismayed at the time taken to resolve such
matters, irritated by the periods of hectic activity, and worried
about the long-term consequences for their careers by their
involvement in a legal case. Scott's book contains much useful

advice on court appearances, report writing and good record
keeping. Doctors are reminded of the constant need to improve
their performance, particularly in such mundane tasks as record
keeping, writing and care in examination. These all contribute to
what is important, and that is the improvement of medical care
for patients.
The author discusses in some detail the role of medical experts

and their duties. In the handling of medical negligence cases it is
vital to have expert support cases; I would hope that this book
might encourage more working general practitioners to become
involved. I must wholeheartedly commend it to all general
practitioners and their primary health care teams.
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Best books, like best wines, leave a long-lasting taste. The 1990
NHS and Community Care Act introduced the separation of
purchasing and providing functions in health and social care
agencies. This book will leave a lasting impression on GPs and
health planners who seek fair play in care for patients from ethnic
communities in Britain. Indeed, GPs have a major role to play in
the appropriate delivery of modern community care to every
ethnic group - majority and minority.
The authors have rationally examined three concerns which

Asians, Blacks and other ethnic minorities may perceive today:
* Community service provision often ignores the needs of black

and other ethnic minority groups. Often service managers will
say that services are open to all, regardless of ethnic
background. In fact, the all-or-none law is inappropriate in
healthcare in that each individual or group has different needs
which require different answers.

* Community care services often misrepresent the needs of
ethnic minorities because of a preoccupation with cultural
differences alone. This results in marginalization. Other
factors such as religion and ethnicity should also be
considered. And the medical model should never be forgotten.

* Racist attitudes among service providers have been reported in
a number of studies in health and social services. Health and
social service professionals exercise considerable influence on
the nature of service provision. Something should be done
about the racism problem.
Although there are no pictures or graphs, the text is concise,

authentic and readable. Overall, the book is enlightening,
challenging and thought-provoking; it should make a good read
for GPs who are concerned about these issues.
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